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THE TIMES,
THEY ARE
A-CHANGIN!
A quick snapshot on the state of our state
The times, they are a-changin’! This observation of
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Motorcycle Accident Lawyers
for Intersection Crashes
Our Sioux Falls legal team
leaves no stone unturned
Motorcycle accidents happen far too often at intersections in Sioux Falls and throughout South Dakota.
These accidents are usually caused by negligent
passenger-vehicle drivers who fail to yield to
motorcyclists or simply don’t
pay attention.

Drivers who make negligent left turns: This can
happen at 4-way intersections or off side-streets.
When a driver makes a left turn without any regard
for oncoming traffic, this can result in a broadside
accident. In these accidents, motorcyclists can be
flung into the air and sustain life-threatening injuries.
Drivers who rear-end motorcyclists: Intersections
involving traffic signals or stop signs can be dangerous for motorcyclists, especially when approaching
drivers who are distracted or
impaired.

Unlike most car accidents,
motorcyclists don’t have the
protection of a frame, seatbelt or airbag. Even when
wearing a helmet and other
protective gear, motorcyclists
can still sustain serious, lifethreatening injuries in a
crash at an intersection.
That’s why injured motorcyclists should seek the legal
help of an experienced motorcycle accident attorney as soon as possible. At
Northern Plains Justice, LLP, we understand the
dangers motorcyclists face every time they take to
the roadways. We’ll leave no stone unturned in the
pursuit of justice. Contact us today to find out how
we can help you.

Motorcycle accidents at
intersections are usually caused by:
Drivers who try to speed through a red light: It’s
very common for motorists to speed up when a
traffic light turns yellow. However, once the light
turns red, drivers no longer have the right of way.
Blowing through a red light can result in a serious
broadside accident to a motorcyclist. This can
be especially dangerous at 4-way intersections,
where other vehicles may be involved.

Drivers who are distracted
or impaired: Using a handheld
device, adjusting an infotainment system, or engaging in
any other distracting behavior
puts motorcyclists at risk. All it
takes is for a driver to take his
or her eyes off the road for a
few seconds to rear-end a
motorcyclist or run a red light
or stop sign.

We can help you recover
Following an intersection accident, your first and
most important course of action should be to seek
medical attention. The sooner you seek treatment,
the more likely you’ll be able to recover and receive
the compensation you deserve.
We advise not speaking to the negligent driver’s
insurance company. Let our legal team take care of
that so you can focus on recovery. With years of
experience and legal knowledge, our motorcycle
accident attorneys know how to gather important
facts from the police report, witnesses and your
medical evaluation. We negotiate with insurance
companies, and if they refuse to pay, we’re prepared
to take them to trial.

Contact Northern Plains Justice
Simply call our Sioux Falls office at (605) 306-4100
to set up a free consultation.

bill@northernplainsjustice.com

CRASH COURSE

YOU
ARE
HERE

A short guide to some of life’s challenges!
In this issue, I’m addressing a practice that is becoming commonplace in claims we handle. That is, insurance companies unfairly
reducing the value of medical bills paid by injured people and
then only offering to repay the lesser amount. Some companies
call it “location based billing”. Others call it “best practice billing”
or making a “regional adjustment”. Some won’t come out and
say it, instead hiding behind cryptic statements like, “We’re paying you for all the bills we have considered,” or “all reasonable
medical bills”.

ARE YOU A
GEOCACHER?
Ever heard of geocaching?
You should get out and try it!

LOW BALL
OFFERS

According to NationalGeographic.org,
geocaching is a type of global treasure
hunt of people looking for caches, or
Any way they try to label it, it is unfair. It leaves injured people in
a position of having to pay a medical provider one amount and
then being reimbursed for less. Even more disturbing is that this
is happening in situations where the injured person bears no fault
for what happened. The end result is to leave more money in the
insurance company’s coffers and less in the pockets of people
injured by the negligence of others.

hidden stashes of objects. Geocaching
may also be described as a series of
hide-and-seek games, where hiders
provide online clues for seekers.
Seekers use global positioning system
(GPS) devices to find hidden caches.
Caches are the hidden treasure.

The good news is, we can do something about it

Starting can be as simple as down-

The first step to solving this problem is to call it out. If you or
someone you know has been in a crash, make sure the insurance
company tells you or them, in writing, what the company is
doing. Don’t let them hide behind confusing statements and
watch out for the buzzwords above. Make them own what they
are doing. Next, report what is going on to your attorney or
the South Dakota Division of Insurance. You could even file a
complaint online at dlr.sd.gov/insurance. We are also available
to review the facts and may be able to help you get full justice,
not partial justice, for your claim. Together, we can shine a
light on this dark practice.

loading an app to your phone (like

bill@northernplainsjustice.com

the “Geocaching” app) and hitting
the nearest outdoor area. Caches
can be found in towns and local,
state and national parks. On a recent
family outing to Newton Hills State
Park, we learned that there are
dozens of caches all over the park.
It is easy to do and can be a lot of
fun, no matter your abilities!

This newsletter is for educational and informational purposes only. This is not legal
advice and it does not create an attorney-client relationship between Northern Plains
Justice and readers. Each circumstance is different. Readers should consult an attorney
to understand how this content relates to their personal situation. You should not use
this newsletter as a substitute for legal advice from a licensed attorney.
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FACTS ABOUT
WILL CONTESTS
ONE OF OUR PRACTICE AREAS IS “WILL
CONTESTS.” SO WHAT IS A WILL CONTEST?
A Will Contest is simply a lawsuit filed in court that
challenges the validity of a Will signed by a person
who has died. There are several reasons that a
Will might not be valid.
In a Will Contest the whole point of the case is to
have the court or the jury decide if the Will was
the valid and legitimate desire of the deceased—
or if instead the actions of another person had
the effect of overcoming their intent, or “will.”
There are four basic situations where
a Will can be challenged:
• First, when the person making the Will was not
mentally competent and, therefore, “lacked
testamentary capacity” to make a Will.

WILL CONTESTS

• Second, another person placed “undue influence”
on the person making the Will.
• Third, the person making the Will wrote it under
“duress.” (Duress is a fancy legal word meaning
“under a threat or severe pressure.”)
• Fourth, someone tricked the person making the
Will—by fraud, false pretenses, etc.
If you have concerns about a Will in your family
give us a call or visit our website (put in link) for
more information.
jcole@northernplainsjustice.com

